Hooked
Paid Freelance Writing Opportunity for Digital Platform
Career Connector Job ID #9203

Description
Hooked pioneered the new media format known as “chat fiction”, which has become a phenomenon amongst teens and millennials in recent years. With over 140 million readers worldwide, Hooked has turned reading fiction into mass-market entertainment. With the addition of audio stories and more recently, original video (all based on stories from the app), Hooked is now redefining entertainment for the smartphone generation.

We are looking for all of you talented writers who are passionate about story-telling to start working with us! Currently, we have an in-house team of eight staff writers and editors (led by James Patterson’s former editor), as well as a vetted network of novelists, screenwriters, and authors (including some NYT-bestselling writers) who write all of our stories. Now, we want to expand beyond this...

We would love to work with you and potentially share your stories on our app and on Snapchat. This is your chance to learn to write a new format, further hone your dialog-writing skills, build a body of published work that gets read by millions, and get paid. This program could also be a gateway to other opportunities -- longer stories, serialized pieces, and potential adaptations into full series and/or feature-length screenplays. Please check out the Hooked app and/or the Hooked discover channel on Snapchat to see if this is an opportunity that might be right for you.

To apply:
Log in to Career Connector and search Job ID #9203

Location: Nationwide
Position Type: Part Time

Application Deadline: Aug 30, 2019